SEQUENCING:
BEGINNINGS & ENDINGS

Write whether you'd be more likely to find the sentences below at the beginning of a story or the end of a story.

1) ___ End ___ And that is why I think she is a smart lady.
2) ___ End ___ We really wished we had stayed home.
3) ___ End ___ It was the most fun I had ever had.
4) ___ Beginning ___ It was the morning of my tenth birthday.
5) ___ Beginning ___ I had won tickets to a concert that night.
6) ___ Beginning ___ I had begun my day by walking my puppy.
7) ___ End ___ We learned a valuable lesson that day.
8) ___ Beginning ___ Sue woke up determined to have a good day.
9) ___ Beginning ___ That morning was calm before the tornado.
10) ___ End ___ That day Brad had been very naughty.
11) ___ Beginning ___ Mary's mom planned a surprise for noon.
12) ___ End ___ They did not expect that to happen.